
Bonus 6 Referrals 
 
This lesson on finding affiliates here in find affiliates now listen, once you get started, 
your number one source of new affiliates should be your current affiliates. The key here 
is to ask them to actually become an affiliate. Now I've got our head coach from your 
affiliate launch coach Mark Supercop and Robbie Miles who's our EVP of operations for 
your affiliate launch, which on to share a little bit more detail about how to make this 
happen. Yeah, I mean, exactly what you said, man. I think the key is asking, I mean, any 
sales training you've ever seen Zig Ziglar million times you have to ask for the referral. 
So asking these people to be affiliates or who they know they could be affiliates is one of 
the greatest ways. And one of the key ways to motivate them to do that is to offer them a 
second tier of Philly Commission for referring that affiliate. Now. Wayne, explain second 
tier affiliate Commission real quick. So the second tier Commission is essentially where 
they get a Commission anytime and affiliate that they refer to you makes. And the way 
this works is not a Ponzi scheme. A lot of people think, Oh well, I'm getting part of their 
Commission. It's not part of their Commission at all. So typically this is going to be, you 
know, pretty typical is 10 percent, 10% of the Commission that they made. So the way 
this breaks down, let's just use round numbers. Let's say it's $100. Affiliate products, 
and you're giving a 40% typical Commission, the second tier Commission would be 10% 
of that 40%, meaning that they get 4%. So if they're getting $40 for every sale, you 
would then pay the second tier Commission of $4.00 on that same sale. So it's not like 
the person that they referred now gets. $36, they still get their full $40 Commission and 
then you pay an additional $4 to the the affiliate that referred them. And yes, you're 
paying a little bit more, but essentially you're you're rewarding them for bringing this 
affiliate to essentially you're getting you're getting $4 less of something you wouldn't 
have got anything out before. And so that's the key is really rewarding them. And that I 
mean we've seen this work really well when you offer that to them and you say, hey we'll 
pay you a second to your Commission or we will pay you a a second tier, you know 
bonus Commission on any, any sales that they make. Now they're really motivated to 
find people that they would love to refer because they know there's something in it for 
them. I mean they probably would refer you to people anyways, but now they're really 
motivated because you're. Offering them something, you're showing them that it's 
valuable to you to get new affiliates and and the way to look at it too is, you know, there's 
a cost to acquire, whether it's your time and sending out emails, having your team do 
Google searches like we've talked about spending time with groups. There's a cost to 
acquire an affiliate. This is just the cost that you're using for this. This way of finding 
affiliates, it's a it's a second tier affiliate Commission to that affiliate for referring them. 
So how do we find those? How do we get those affiliates? Probably. I know this is 
something that we've got really good at over the years. What's the best way to actually 
get those affiliates? Best way I've seen is to reach out to them directly, you know, send 
an e-mail this with a subject line of, hey, do you know anyone for our program, you 
know, and then we include some other language in there, you know, hey, do you know 
anybody who's a good fit if you refer them? Here's how we set-up our second tier 
affiliate commissions and then we do everything that mark talks about there we actually 
set. Come up. You know, as soon as we get that response back, we've got all those 
templates inside. Find affiliates now. Will drop this template below as well. Awesome. 



And so the key here is when you run your affiliate program well. In your affiliates, know 
that you're going to take good care of the people they refer. Also, how you run your 
affiliate program reflects on your whole experience. If you have a course, how you run 
your affiliate program, it's like if you take good care of me as an affiliate, I know you're 
going to take good care of the people that I refer when they become students. Same 
thing if there's returns or, you know, product malfunction or something like that. So run 
your affiliate program, well, people will. Want to refer them? Give them a little bit of an 
incentive with that second tier Commission. Use that e-mail. Actually ask them. We've 
got the plan in Lesson 5 where we tell you where to send that e-mail. So follow that plan, 
use this e-mail and turn your current affiliates into your biggest recruiters for new 
affiliates. 


